
WHAT TO CONSIDER

TYPES OF KNIFE

BLADE LENGHT

KNIFE MAINTENANCE

BLADE MATERIAL

KNIFE HANDLES

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CHOOSING
YOUR PERFECT KITCHEN KNIFE

Proper maintenance is essential to preserve the quality and
lifespan of your kitchen knife. Here’s what to do:

TYPES OF
KNIFE

Ideal for slicing,
dicing, chopping,
and mincing.

Designed for slicing
cooked meats,
particularly roasts,
hams, and poultry. 

Perfect for detailed
tasks like peeling
and trimming.

Designed for
separating meat
from bone.

Perfect for slicing
through bread and
delicate pastries
without crushing them.

Multipurpose knife
with a shorter,
wider blade.

CHEF’S KNIFE

PAIRING KNIFE

SANTOKU KNIFE

CARVING KNIFE

BREAD KNIFE

BONING KNIFE

BLADE
MATERIAL

KNIFE
HANDLES

BLADE
LENGTH

Short
6 - 8 inches

Medium
8 - 10 inches

Long
10+ inches

Relatively easy to maintain and come in
various grades with differing levels of
sharpness.

These blades are very sharp and stay
sharp for a long time. 

Known for its sharpness and ease of
sharpening, but it's more susceptible to rust
and staining.

Extremely sharp and lightweight but can be
brittle and prone to chipping.

STAINLESS STEEL

CARBON STEEL

HIGH - CARBON STAINLESS STEEL

CERAMIC

Known for aesthetics
and comfort, but require
more care to prevent
cracking and drying.

Lightweight and low-
maintenance, but may lack
the grip of wood or metal
handles.

Durable and easy to
maintain, but can become
slippery when wet.

Handles designed for
comfort during prolonged
use, often combining
different materials for the
best grip and comfort.

Ideal for precise tasks
like peeling, trimming,
and intricate cutting.

Suits a wide range of
kitchen tasks, including
slicing and chopping.

Best for heavy-duty
cutting and slicing
tasks. 

WOOD

STAINLESS STEEL

PLASTIC

ERGONOMIC

Regularly clean your
knife to prevent residue
buildup and maintain its

hygiene.

Keep your knife's edge
sharp for efficient and
precise cutting with
periodic sharpening.

Helps maintain the knife's
sharpness between

sharpening sessions and
ensures its peak

performance.

CLEAN SHARPEN HONE


